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IN THIS ISSUE:  Learn about famous Black Americans with disabilities on page 3   l   Meet Richard on page 4

Our Recreational Therapy 
Department launched the 
Meaningful Adapted Sports 
League in 2022! Find out more 
about this league and the 
sports offered on page 2.



The Meaningful Adapted Sport League (MASL) was started in 2022 by the Recreational Therapy Department at 

Meaningful Day Services. The league’s mission is to empower athletes of all ages with intellectual and developmental 

disabilities and provide inclusive sports experiences to enhance the skills of each unique member. Our goal is to promote 

a healthy, active lifestyle and holistic growth through a sense of community, teamwork, and meaningful relationships, 

with the support of a Certified Therapeutic Recreation Specialist. 

MASL does not use waiver funding, but is a private-pay league open to all individuals with an IDD diagnosis. Our 

sports are facilitated by Certified Therapeutic Recreation Specialists who are able to adapt the game to fit the needs of 

all athletes. 

In its inaugural year, MASL offered leagues in kickball, cornhole, and bowling. As we begin 2023, we are excited to 

offer even more sports to our athletes and community. Whether it’s your first time playing, or if you are a seasoned 

athlete, we hope to see you there this year! 

For more information, contact Kelsey Thompson at kthompson@meaningfuldays.net

[   RECREATIONAL THERAPY
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Empowering athletes



Black History Month is a time where we celebrate the contributions,  
history, and culture of Black individuals.  

 
The origins of Black History Month go back to 1925 when Carter G. Woodson wanted “to raise awareness of 

African American’s contributions in civilization.” The first celebration took place for a week in February 1926. 
February was chosen on purpose, because of the birthdays of Abraham Lincoln and Frederick Douglass. This 
commemoration grew and by the middle of the 20th Century, cities all over the United States were honoring 
this week in February. In 1976, it was extended from one week to the full month of February and officially 
became known as Black History Month. 

 
There are an endless number of Black individuals who have made great contributions to the United States, 

and to the world, including some who had disabilities. Harriet Tubman, who had epilepsy, is known for her 
work helping slaves escape to freedom utilizing the Underground Railroad. Johnnie Lacy, diagnosed with 
polio at age 19, became a disability advocate and a self-advocate in order to be able to attend college and 
have the necessary resources to live independently. Wilma Rudolph, born prematurely and had infantile 
paralysis, endured a long and strenuous road to recovery and became known as the “fastest woman in the 
world” and ran track during the 1956 and 1960 Summer Olympics. Claudia Gordon became permanently 
deaf at age 8, is the first female African American who is deaf and who graduated law school and became a 
lawyer. She was also a Senior Policy Advisor for the Department of Homeland Security. 

 
These individuals, along with so many others, persevered and did not give up, despite discrimination, racism, 

and having a disability. Looking up to these individuals reminds us that we are all capable of great things. Let us 
always remember the importance of Black History Month: the awareness of history, culture, and contributions 
that Black individuals have made. 

 
For more information:  

https://blackhistorymonth.gov,  

https://advopps.org/black-history-month-prominent-african-americans-disabilities/ 

https://www.respectability.org/2018/02/first-deaf-african-american-lawyer-claudia-gordon-anti-discrimination-advocate/
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH 
Famous People who  

Overcame Disabilities
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Meet Richard!

This month, we would like to highlight Richard. 
Richard started working on “next dollar concept” 
when paying for items or admission fees in the 
community in October 2016. This was a very 
difficult concept for Richard and he struggled to 
understand it. We have continued to work on 
this concept and, through much hard work and 
repetition, he now can successfully identify next 
dollar amounts consistently up to $30. It has 
been so fun watching Richard challenge himself 
and grow in this area. He has even been able to 
transfer this skill when going into the community. 
It will be exciting to see Richard become more 
confident using the next dollar concept in a public 
setting, as he’s able to visit the community on a 
regular basis.   Way to go, Richard!
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Pam    

Meaningful Day Services would like to recognize Pam for her hard 

work and dedication in her role as Assistant Director of Recreational 

Therapy. Pam wears many hats at MDS, which include therapist, mentor, 

supervisor, and CPR Instructor. Pam’s experience and warm personality is 

the perfect combination within her role as both mentor and supervisor to 

new therapists. When asked about her favorite part of her position, Pam 

will say it’s working with her clients. A guardian stated, “Pam is amazing. 

She is highly skilled and extremely dependable. We are truly blessed 

with the services she provides.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Kelsey    

As a Recreational Therapist at Meaningful Day Services, Kelsey does it 

all! Her passion for the field of Recreational Therapy is undeniable. Not 

only is Kelsey currently the incoming president-elect for Recreational 

Therapy of Indiana and spearheading efforts to increase reimbursement 

rates for recreational therapy services across the State of Indiana, she has 

also created the Meaningful Adaptive Sports League at MDS. As chair of 

our Internship Program, Kelsey has worked hard to ensure MDS is offer-

ing the highest quality internship possible to students.  

Thanks for all you do, Kelsey!  

Follow us on Facebook: Meaningful Day Services or find us  
on Twitter: @MDSIndiana and Instagram at: Meaningful_Day_Services

Be sure to view our website to stay informed on our protocols for safety measures for COVID-19. 
LINK: http://meaningfuldays.com/resources/covid-19-alerts-and-notices/ 

Meet Pam and Kelsey 

We would like to take a moment to highlight the staff members of the Employment Services Department who have shown 
exemplary skills as role models and staff members. These individuals embody the values of Meaningful Day Services!

Pam

Kelsey


